Position: Welders

Location: DENMARK, Give

WELCON is market leader in producing towers for wind turbines. We produce towers up to 10m in diameter which is the largest on the market. WELCON A/S is part of CJ Holding. The group operates internationally and employs more than 600 people.

We are looking for welders for several functions in the production process of towers for wind turbines. We have automated, semi-automated as well as hand welding. Welding is the backbone of the production, and you will be crucial to the success of WELCON and transforming the energy sector in Europe.

Required profile:

- You have one or more of the relevant welding certifications: 135 and/or 138; EN ISO 9606-1-138-P-BW-PC; EN ISO 9606-1-111 – T; EN ISO 9606-1-136BW-PF.
- Supplementary welding, truck or crane certifications are an advantage.
- Any experience in fitting and tack welding, working with cutting torch, grinding surfaces, and rolling the case are all advantageous.
- You understand technical drawings and can use IT as per instructions.
- You speak fair English or Danish. Alternatively Polish or German.
- You take pride in being accurate with your work and have a stable hand. You have an optimistic and positive mindset; reliable, loyal, and punctual.

The company offers:

- A good introduction to the tasks.
- Permanent position.
- Stable workplace where health and safety are of high priority.
- Salary: starting from 150-175,00 kr. per hour (app. 20.7 - 23.5 EUR).
- The possibility to work with different welding techniques as per your skills and interest.
- For the right person the chance to progress into foreman/team leader.
- A good work environment with focus on safety at work.
- Attractive work conditions and salary scheme and a workplace appreciating you as employee.
- A very good canteen.
- A choice between work schemes which can allow you to travel back and forward to your home country or settle down in Denmark.

How to apply: Send your CV detailing relevant certifications to with a copy to job@welcon.dk with copy to dora.silva@iefp.pt.

Further info: please contact Marian Rasmussen, job@welcon.dk

Apply until 30/09/2022